
 

The Rover aims to support RAWCS 
project teams to form, learn, grow, share, 
collaborate, and succeed.

Our May meeting will be a “Showcase 
Meeting” so it will be great to get together 
again after our various Zoom meetings 
and enjoy networking with each other. 

Please come and share our delight in 
international community service. 

Saturday 21 May and Sunday 22 May at 
Club Macquarie, 458 Lake 
Road, Argenton NSW 2284 (Argenton is 
between Toronto and Wallsend, north of 
Lake Macquarie)

Hope to see you there!
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War and Peace Focus



War and Peace

Promoting Peace is one of Rotary’s seven priorities, 
along with:

• Fighting Disease
• Providing Water and Sanitation
• Saving Mothers and Children
• Supporting Education
• Economic and Community Development 
• Protecting the Environment

However, it is not an approved purpose for project 
tax-deductibility under Australian law. So, make sure 
that your projects list other purposes as well, to avoid 
registration difficulties.

Having said that, of course we still have a right to take an interest in the predicaments that war 
poses around the world, and the potential presented by peace.

The news is covering the Ukraine war in great detail but there are other current wars and 
conflicts which receive little attention, however long they last. 

Through our project work, we sometimes encounter different perspectives about how things 
are in the world. In this edition, we will see some of the best and the worst of the world at war 
and peace, brought to our attention through Overseas Aid Projects.

On the grim side is an account of the “forgotten” war in Eastern Congo. Though most of us 
were properly appalled by the human cost of the wars in Afghanistan, Korea, Vietnam and 
Syria, how many of us know that the toll of the first and second Congo Wars, in the 1990’s, was 
comparable to the toll of tall of these together? 

The account was written by two university-educated Congolese, WASEKA KAMANGO 
Alphonse and Jean Bosco Malanda LUTETE, and translated from the original French. Like us 
they hear and read about, and even share,  the West’s united concern for Ukraine, but wonder 
at the lack of concern for victims of war in their region.

Our RAWCS projects cannot mend the root of the problem but we can, and do, provide some 
support for community recovery, and a sense that the victims are not completely invisible or 
insignificant to the outside world.

On the brighter side is a recent story by Libby Bleakley, in which Australia is a good neighbour 
to Timor-Leste, through RAWCS, and empowers one local community to support another in its 
time of need, building strong relationships and positive peace.

Finally, there is an account of a local youth initiative for Peace in Goma, DRC, written by Eric 
BAENI.  Although their resources are limited, the youth their do their best to understand the 
problems associated with war, and to be part of the solution.

I hope you enjoy this edition of the Rover.

Penny Vos
Eastern Region Comms

https://www.accord.org.za/publication/peace-process-drc/


THIS FORGOTTEN WAR: 

SO MANY DEAD, WHO DO NOT MOBILIZE THE WORLD

Why are there two attitudes towards the dead, towards 
life? Is life sacred for some and profane for others? 
Valuable to some and worthless to others?

A War of Weapons

The Eastern part of the Democratic Republic of Congo has 
been in the grip of war for more than 20 years and has 
suffered more than six million deaths. There are still 
dozens or hundreds of deaths every day, that raise no 
attention in the world.

Why?  Because the neighboring countries we're being 
attacked by don't have the labels "Satan 1" or "Satan 2"? 

Or because humanity does not consider all humans equal? 
or that the life of all humans is sacred?

Or because the small arms that have been killing millions 
of Congolese for many years do not threaten the life and 

tranquility of the "sacred part" of humanity?

Even the movements that call themselves “globally united” are not concretely active.

How many more millions of deaths will it take for the Congolese tragedy to catch the attention of 
humanity?

How many more rapes are needed, in the DRC, to spark solidarity among women around the 
world?

These images of the dead may give you the impression of a fictional film, but they are our 
reality. (Link to more photos, which may be disturbingly graphic).

Why?

Certainly there is complicity among army officers, rulers, and the elite among the naive 
population, who enrich themselves in full view and to the detriment of their brothers and sisters. 
There is a kind of complicity also of an indifferent and undemanding people who go about 
survival without mobilizing to demand an end to the war.

But behind this internal complicity, hide the real instigators who arm the country's people to kill, 
ravage and destroy their sisters and brothers, in order to be free to exploit the resources of the 
country. They are the multinationals, and the strong nations, who dictate policy in the DRC. 
They decide against the will of the people who should lead the country and stir up conflicts to 
obstruct democracy and distract from poor governance.
They provide arms and ammunition that neighboring countries use for smooth entry, making 
them leading global suppliers of minerals that their own subsoils do not produce. In 2002, the 
International Peace Information Service, in Nairobi, revealed that the European companies 
involved in the trade of coltan in the DRC contribute to finance on-going war. Such is the theater 
experienced on a daily basis in this part of the Republic.

ALPHONSE WASEKA KAMANGO



                


We can calculate the losses in human lives and even in the quantity of materials stolen on a 
daily basis, but:

Who is going to calculate the mental impoverishment that these conflicts cause?
Who is going to piece together the lives of all these thousands of raped women?
Who will restore to the youth their stolen childhood?
Who will educate the generation who received none?
Who will restore to families their slain children?
Who will restore parents to orphans?
Who will restore to the husband his slain wife and to the wife her slain husband?

Beyond Weapons

The Democratic Republic of Congo is a killing field, where even places that are not at war 
continue to kill more people than many places that are at war. The lack of appropriate basic 
primary health care, malnutrition, indescribable poverty, malaria, and tuberculosis still plague 
the DRC.

The Democratic Republic of Congo is ranked 135th out of 157 countries in terms of human 
capital, with a human capital index of 0.37% below the average for countries in sub-Saharan 
Africa. This means that a child born today will be 37% less productive as an adult than an 
African child who received a full education and adapted health services.

Congolese children spend an average of 9.2 years in school and 43% of children suffer from 
malnutrition. Currently, 43% of households have access to drinking water and only 20% have 
access to sanitation. The food and nutrition situation in the DRC is critical and the Congolese 
population as a whole suffers from a lack of economic prospects and stable income…… 
despite outstanding natural resources.

REFUGEE LIFE WITH NOTHING BUT A POT



The Resource Curse

Congo’s agricultural sector offers quite 
remarkable oppor tuni t ies, due to 
favourable climatic and ecological 
conditions over 75,000,000 hectares of 
agricultural land. Large deposits of 
copper, cobalt, zinc, coltan, cassiterite, 
gold, bauxite, diamonds, oil, gas are 
found in the Congo. It has been said that 
DRC suffers from the "resource curse” 
because these natural blessings attract 
entirely the wrong kinds of attention, with 
the result that the country suffers from 
great poverty and very slow development. 

Politically, the country is still suffering from 
a series of conflicts that erupted in the 
1990s . A f te r seve ra l decades o f 
dictatorships, the various elections that have been organized lack legitimacy and transparency 
and are still far from giving stable institutions to the country. The misgovernance causes 
enormous damage, leaving the population impoverished and under-humanized.

The West says that it is interested in nurturing democracy, but we are not given any concrete 
assistance to flourish as a people, to decide our destiny, to choose our path.

Aren't we entitled:
to a special tribunal to judge the crimes committed on our soil?
to enjoy our resources?
to freely choose our rulers?

Does anyone care?

The Mapping report by Dr Denis 
M u k w e g e p r o v i d e s m o r e 
information on this war, its 
perpetrators and accomplices.

WASEKA KAMANGO Alphonse 
and 
Jean Bosco Malanda LUTETE
DRC, March 18, 2022.

INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS, D.R. CONGO 2022

COFFINS AFTER A 2022 MASSACRE IN BENI

https://www.jww.org/mapping-report/
https://www.jww.org/mapping-report/


This is my final post in the RAWCS Rover as Eastern Region 
Chair. 

Firstly a big thankyou has to go out to Penny for her 
professionalism and tolerance in waiting for members pushing 
the deadline (like myself) for each publication.

What a pleasure it is to serve with such a dedicated group of 
people as those involved in RAWCS – I do not believe there 
is any other group who have the same passion for service as 
what we see in RAWCS. ON a visit to the northern Region 
(pre pandemic) we assisted in staffing a RAWCS display in a 
House of Friendship – the same passion is there. We are a 
unique breed. 

As we finish the year, Eastern Region has 190 projects 
registered; 143 of those are Rotary Overseas Aid Fund, 32 are Rotary Benevolent Society 
projects, and 15 are Compassionate Grants.

These projects cover 28 countries, and several projects are listed as worldwide. Of these projects 
we have, 48 are in Australia, 4 in Bangladesh, 11 in Cambodia, 3 in the Congo, 2 in Ethiopia, 2 in 
Fiji, 3 in India, 4 in Indonesia, 9 in Kenya, 1 in Lao, 1 in Mongolia, 18 in Nepal, 1 in Nigeria, 10 in 
PNG, 8 in the Philippines, 2 in Samoa, 1 in Sierra Leone, 2 in the Solomon Islands, 2 in South 
Africa, 5 in Sri Lanka, 5 in Tanzania, 5 in Thailand, 12 in Timor Leste, 5 in Uganda, 1 in Ukraine, 4 
in Vanuatu, 2 in Vietnam, 16 worldwide projects and 2 in Zimbabwe.

With the recent ACNC audit, it is timely that project managers and clubs assess and evaluate 
their projects for relevancy, application of members service, funds and the progress that they 
have enabled in the country of assistance. It is best to do this and have the answer, or decision to 
terminate before the tap on the shoulder. There are 12 projects that are 15 years old, this blows 
out to 50 projects that are over 10 years old. Undoubtedly, some of these projects will have no 
expiry date, but for some the project may need to be reevaluated and decisions made. It is highly 
likely that in some of these historical projects the President and Board may not even know of their 
commitment and responsibilities; this is where it could embarrass members as an audit 
progresses. Please ensure your project is communicated to your President and Board, with them 
aware of their role.

Carol and I will continue to support and be involved in RAWCS, as we love the motivation, 
compassion, drive and care of the members.

To the Eastern Region committee and those who have supported me over the past 3 years, I 
sincerely thank you. Brian Goldstraw is a confident and experienced leader, passionate about 
people, Rotary and RAWCS – I am sure RAWCS Eastern Region will benefit, we will move ahead 
in leaps and bounds as the pandemic restrictions are eased and we find new ways to evolve 
RAWCS. 

Keep doing the impossible – but please share the secret of RAWCS.

Your friends

Brian and Carol Coffey          

A Word From The Chair



On Tuesday 1st March 2022, the village of Ura hou experienced a major landslide due to 
the heavy rains. This affected 50 houses: 19 swept away, 21 severely damaged losing all 
their belongings, and 10 damaged, losing all crops and farms. 
The “SENTRU FORMASAUN BA JUVENTUDE NO COMUNIDADE” (RAWCS PROJECT  
33/2014-15) organized emergency relief straight away. 
With the rest of our funding from the Rotary E-Club of Brindabella, Manager Dede bought 
nearly a thousand dollars worth of rice, oil,sugar and salt, and hired a truck for to 
transport them.

On the wet and damaged roads, it took our staff and volunteers 6 hours to reach the 
village and 6 hours to return to Dili.
After leaving early hours of the morning the team set out to Emera and due to heavy rain, 
the truck was unable to pass landslides and Dede drove to his family home in Emera 
township.
Dede contacted the 3 uni students and the team unloaded half the rice and placed it in 
the 4WD, which made the slow trip to the village.

Next stop was 20 km away at Urahou and then into Hatulaite, which was another 20km 
further. The trip was very slow as other men carried the remaining rice and food on foot 
from Emera following the 4WD. The vehicle kept getting bogged and they all assisted in 
getting it out of the mud.

Good Neighbours 

LANDSLIDE DAMAGE IN TIMOR LESTE



 

We also donated several boxes of plastic ponchos sewn by our sewing staff at our 
Centre.

These were recycled from grain pro plastic bags that green coffee beans are sold in.

Upon arrival to the village, Dede and Atisi’s family with members of the community ran to 
greet them. They were all crying and were so desperate as they had struggled with 
minimal food and makeshift tent shelters.

They stated that our Centre was the only group that had supported them. It was too 
difficult for the government to bother travelling out there.

Dede did a presentation on our Centre and explained how it was created and that Rotary 
was our biggest supporter – donating money to assist them.

The leaders of the village presented Dede and Dody with traditional thais and were 
expressing their gratitude for such assistance. Thanking them for being brave men and for 
Rotary and Australia working together with them.

They ate together and then the co-ordinator of the village sent 12 men to walk with the 
4WD all the way back to Emera in case they got bogged again. 

They were so proud - Australia and our Centre had not forgotten them!

DELIVERING FOOD AID TO URA



RAWCS Eastern Region 


Quarterly Meeting 


21- 22 May 2022

Hosted by The Rotary Club of Morisset, District 9670 @ Club Macquarie, 458 Lake 
Rd, Argenton NSW 2284 

Saturday 2:00 pm - 4:30 pm 6:00 pm for 6:30 pm 

Sunday 9:00 am - 12:00 noon 

Information Sessions & Showcase of Local RAWCS Projects. Dinner & Guest 
Speaker ($45) 

General meeting 

Come and celebrate Rotary success and fellowship with District 9670 on the beautiful 
shores of Lake Macquarie. Enjoy the lake and surrounding area or venture further 
afield to the vineyards in the Hunter Valley 

Bookings via Trybooking https://www.trybooking.com/BYJOZ close 6/5/22 and are 
essential for each session. As this is a club please remember to bring your driver’s 
licence for ID. 

Accommodation is available on-site www.macquarie4star@clubmacquarie.com.au 

For Information contact: 
Peter Comino ph 0416012739 (district.chair9670@rawcs.org.au or Georgina 
Anderson ph 0406696106 (ginajanderson@hotmail.com)





Every December 15th, the Esperanto-speaking world celebrates the 
birthdate of the ini=a=ator of the neutral and intercultural language 
which is Esperanto.  
In 2021, the day was celebrated by Solidarité Bonne Volonté, a non-
profit organiza=on in Goma. The theme was “UNITY”, fiPng in a province 
of the DRC torn apart by mul=ple ethical and tribal conflicts. Young 
Esperan=sts and non-Esperan=sts, from different backgrounds, from 
mixed tribes, had come together to discuss the causes of conflict and 
division in the community, to then seek solu=ons that the young people 
can set up to put an end to this infernal cycle which has blocked the 
province's development for years.  
Discussion was centered on 3 fundamental ques=ons: 

What are the causes of the different conflicts that are seen within North 
Kivu province? 
What were the consequences  of these conflicts on the whole of community life? 
What role can youth play in the process of peacebuilding in North Kivu in par=cular and in the DRC in 
general? 

Par=cipants shared ideas for a period of more than an hour. The results were as follows: 

Several causes had been raised, as being at the origin of the various conflicts within the province, the 
main one being the non-acceptance of the other, the non-living together, the refusal to accept the 
other as part of the human family. We young people grew up when our grandparents, or even our 
parents, did not agree to live together with this or that ethnic group. They had different lifestyles and 
cultures and anyone who did not share the same ideas, was considered a stranger, an invader, an 
enemy, we grow up in this mental prison that locks us up in these inferior ideas of man. We lack 
acceptance that the other can do differently that me and be a good person, that the other can have 
good ideas that do not fit into my habits. This crisis of cohabita=on was at the origin of several 
conflicts that ended up giving rise to tribal and religious wars, each wan=ng to protect his clan, his 
family. Armed groups were created for the egocentric interests of each of the ethnic groups, and 
they kill each other s=ll because of that.  

It befits us to point out that this way of doing things has not been without consequences for the new 
genera=on, many young people have been affected by this thought, manipulated by certain decision-
makers, young people have taken the rhythm of their parents without any knowledge of the 
situa=on, nor of the origin of these conflicts which, with =me, take various forms. The injus=ces, the 
clientelism, the favouri=sm, the nepo=sm, the corrup=on are first consequences of this state of 
things, in our universi=es, within our companies, our churches, in public administra=on, these evils 
take control without any trouble because no one fights them, to say no as society heads towards the 
fall. 
The development of the province is suffocated by wars and massacres in rural areas. Agriculture is 
stopped because all the villages are emp=ed of inhabitants who must flee the wars. Many die of 
hunger and epidemics in refugee camps where there is no food, health, etc. assistance. Food prices 
are rising. There will be no sustainable development without first peace, the laber is the central 
element for all economic, social, poli=cal development, etc.

ERIC BAENI, GOMA, DRC

Youth Peace Initiative 



Roles 
Peace, unity and social cohesion concerns all actors; government, poli=cs, civic society, young and old, men 
and women. Because the future of our children depends 100% on it, there is no longer =me to sit back. 
Young people must ask themselves the right ques=ons about what tears them apart, about what divides 
them by ini=a=ng exchanges so that they are the first to put an end to this mimicry, this overwhelming 
repe==on of history, we must draw from history all the good lessons it has to teach us, apply them in the 
present to preserve the future not only of our lives but also those of future genera=ons, that is sustainable 
development! Refuse to be manipulated, to be used for the destruc=on of our own home instead of 
par=cipa=ng in its construc=on and consolida=on. 
It's =me to return to the real debate, a debate that engages the community, to bring our reasons to the 
surface, to watch over republican values, jus=ce, peace and work, promote its values, teach them to 
children and young people so that they all become ambassadors of peace. 

What if we take ourselves as one family, that of humanity? What if I looked at God through the other's 
face? And transmute the lower ideas that categorize us, differen=ate us; in tribes, ethnici=es, religions, 
cultures, skin colors! Let's try to imagine such a world, this is the world that Ludovic Zamenhof dreamed of 
when he took the ini=a=ve to create the ESPÉRANTO language, this is the idea that should guide any 
Esperan=st, to be a messenger of peace within of his family, his church, his business and his community. 

It is with this tone of appeal that our conference  in commemora=on of the birth of Dr Ludovic Zamenhof 
had ended, by launching an appeal to all the young girls and boys who took part in the ac=vity of engage to 
become an ac=vist for peace and social cohesion, the only way to save our community which can no longer 
breathe. 

THE YOUTH PEACE FORUM IN GOMA, ON ZAMENHOF DAY , DECEMBER 2021



 

Health & Education Equipment Repurposing Activity (HEERA) Needs New 
Leaders!

HEERA, previously known as Donations in Kind (DIK) – Eastern Region, assists 
Australian Rotary Clubs and other charitable humanitarian organisations by accessing 
useable, redundant health and educational equipment and consumables. 

The facility is a distribution centre and provides advice and assistance to sort, package 
and transport these items to communities in need locally, nationally and internationally. 
The goods are sourced from a network of government and private health and 
educational institutions throughout NSW as well as suppliers and private individuals. 

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST LOCATION: Castle Hill NSW. 

As of 30th June 2023,two positions for HEERA Eastern Region will be vacant: 
PROJECT MANAGER and PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR.

Full details are on our Facebook page.

LOADING MEDICAL EQUIPMENT FOR HEERA

https://www.facebook.com/RotaryRAWCS


Stay in Touch 

Got a Question or 
Suggestion?

You can find the right person 
to ask here:

Eastern Region Contacts 
List

Follow us on Facebook

HEERA/DIK

RAM on Facebook

DIK on Facebook

 Photos and Text 
by

Alphonse Waseka and 
Eric Baeni

Project 301-2014-15:
and

Libby Bleakley
Project: 33-2014-15

Malaria in Our Area - RAMS

Walk in Solidarity
With Malaria Awareness Day fast 
approaching on 30 April 2022, we 
have launched our fundraising 
campaign — a Walk in Solidarity. Ask 
your friends to join you or ask them to 
sponsor you. Full details are available 
on our website.

Find out more

Impending Vacancies
We have some impending vacancies if 
you’d like to get involved with RAM 
Australia! We’re looking for: 
– National Secretary for RAM (July 
2022) 
– Districts are always in need of 
support. We welcome enquiries for 
your involvement in your District’s 
RAM Committee.

http://rawcs.org.au/regions/rawcs-eastern-region/
http://rawcs.org.au/regions/rawcs-eastern-region/
http://RAWCS%20-%20Rotary%20Australia%20World%20Community%20Service
http://www.rotarydik.org
https://www.facebook.com/ram.australia/
https://www.facebook.com/RotaryDIK/
https://ram.rawcs.com.au/walk-in-solidarity/

